
From: Ben Robinson Management <Email address removed>
Date: February 25, 2016 12:22:18 PM CST
To: Kathleen Woodall  <Email address removed>, Janice Cox  <Email address removed>, Micah 
Thompson  <Email address removed>, Mayor Cecala  <Email address removed>
Cc:   <Email address removed>  , Miriam Becker  <Email address removed>, Ben Robinson  <Email address 
removed>
Subject: Fwd: shor t term rental ar ticle REBUTTAL 

All,

I am Putting these "good neighbors", the council and mayor on notice.   Further harassment of a pool of 
owners that quite frankly have resided here years longer than any of the complainants that a full on legal 
action is headed your way.  I am going to assert every legal resource at my disposal and YES I have a ton 
of them, to fght this cause on behalf of all the rental property owners.  Action by the council, the mayor 
and Any citizen fghting against our rental property rights will be dealt with swiftly and without any 
restrain for full civil and criminal action.  We as a group have had enough and I dare you test the 
fnancial capabilities of myself alone or those of my counterparts renting their houses. I assure you that I 
will spend every fnancial resource possible to thwart Each and every one of those forging forward with 
complaints and I will be going after the township and its council for unjustifed harassment of our group 
of owners.  We have rights and we should not be treated differently then any single other owner.  You 
have unleashed my fury at this point.  

We made considerable efforts to appease and Those who complain do not wish to restrain themselves.
 They have made this a vendetta and trust me, my pockets are deep enough to keep each and Every one of 
you tied up in court for the Rest of your tenure in point venture.   So let's put the good neighbor bit aside.
 I now consider this out Right war and I am going to fght to the death of this cause.  Good writtens  and 
good luck as you will all need it.

Mayor cecala, it is your responsibility to put to bed these efforts of just a few citizens which at this point 
are crying wolf.  Please take action to let them know the council will not be taking up this issue again.  I 
will take action on your offce and the council if this matter is not squashed and put to bed.  It's now 



become a nuisance to the rest of the community by just a few complainants.   This is ridiculous.  You 
take action or this city and its council will fnd itself in court fghting a group of citizens that have rights 
and should not be harassed on a weekly basis. 

And Janice please your barking dog inside before I begin calling the town animal control daily as its 
barks all day long out front of your house.   I've dealt with it for years and now I will just start enforcing 
the laws that are already in place for noise nuisance by animals.   

You all have now turned this to an adversarial relationship a I am not one you want to have on the other 
side.  It is about to get nasty and Janice I can get a whole lot nastier than you.  V

Sent from my iPhone
Ben Robinson
 <Contact Information removed>


